
Urban Rainwater

Abstract 1

Lerner, Kevin. "New York City students catch rain and experience." Architectural Record
194.10 (2006): 24-24.

This article provides information about some New York City architecture students who
along with a local restaurateur formed a group to have experience with designing and
implementing an urban rainwater collecting system from using the existing building's
solar panels. The students work with an area restaurant to provide uses for the
collected rainwater. The main use for this collected water is for watering the plants in
the courtyard. Also discussed is the process of not wasting the first run-off, which is
usually the dirtiest along with possibly building another system to provide the flush water
for the toilets.
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Abstract:

This article spoke mainly about the Portland industrial East side, which is a 500 block
stretch of mostly impervious concrete.  The question surrounding this article is what
would happen if every rooftop on this giant city stretch were covered with sedums,
wildflowers, native grasses, and other vegetation?   Over the past few years, ecoroofs
have sprouted across buildings across the city, but with emerging green technology,
advocates still face financial, technological, and political problems in their effort to
mainstream the idea of ecoroofs.  An ecoroof provides many environmental benefits.
When rainwater falls on a regular roof, it flows into pipes and goes into streams and
rivers, causing erosion and threatening aquatic wildlife.  These negative effects can be
offset by the implementation of ecoroofs.  Many people won’t go for the ecoroof idea
based mainly on the fact that green roof systems run $15 to $18 per square foot when a
conventional roof costs anywhere from $6 to $10 per square foot.  Much work is still
needed in order to make these ideas turn to reality, but efforts are under way.
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Rainwater Harvesting
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ABSTRACT:

Large amounts of water are being lost due to runoffs and natural evaporation especially
in areas where rainwater is scarce and resources have been depleted.  The goal of
Ground Water Recharging is to use rainwater harvesting to possibly increase
underground storage.  In many areas underground water is being “mined” which
basically means more water is being taken over the long run than is being put back in.
Rainwater harvesting in order to recharge groundwater is an important area of
watershed management.   There are many factors to take into consideration when
setting up a man-made groundwater recharging operation.  Surface soil, location of the
withdraw area, the amount of groundwater, depth of the aquifer, and the quality of the
water must be factored into the equation.  Groundwater can be successfully recharged
in both urban and rural environments using a relatively simple process that forces water
back into underground storage.  Maintenance is relatively simple for these recharging
structures. Maintenance includes: removing debris and trash, maintaining filtration, back
flushing wells that were introduced to foreign, fine sediment, and other mechanical
maintenance.

Abstract 4

March, JG (2004).  “Experiences on greywater re-use for toilet flushing in a hotel
     (Mallorca Island, Spain)”.  Desalination (0011-9164), 164(3), p. 241.

The article “Experiences on greywater re-use for toilet flushing in a hotel” describes an
indoor greywater system used to flush toilets at a hotel on Mallorca Island in Spain.  The
authors introduce the topic of greywater by discussing economical development, water
shortage and the process of desalinating sea water.  Greywater is the product of
showers, bathtubs, laundry basins and hand-washing.  This water is low in organic
matter and pollutants.  The conventional method of urban water use is pulling
greywater, which can be reused, and blackwater, which cannot, from the drinking water
source.  The study proposes pulling only greywater from the drinking water source,
sanitizing it, and then distributing it to blackwater.



Rainwater Harvesting

- Methods of collecting
- Grey Water uses
- Ecoroof

Our project was based on urban rainwater use and the methods in which to
collect it.  We broke down the research into four different parts.  The four parts of the
project were as follows: Grey water uses in urban areas, methods of collecting
rainwater, ecoroof advantages, and groundwater recharging.  We will discuss and
explain how these four areas tie in with urban rainwater harvesting.

Experiment:
Question: We want to know if A). We can successfully collect rain water with our

manmade rainwater gutter system on our model house, and B). We split the roof into
two sections, one with an ecoroof and one without, which side would drain the water
slower and which side would be more efficient in collecting the water.

Hypothesis:  We believe that our model house will successfully collect rainwater
without losing a significant amount of our runoff.  We also believe that the side of our
roof that contains our “plants” (ecoroof) will lose less water and be more efficient in the
collection of the rain

Observations:  The ecoroof side of our experiment obsorbed a lot of the water
that fell from our “cloud.”  The sponge expanded and soaked up a lot of the water like
an ecoroof would, thus reducing the amount of runoff.  The side of the house that did
not have the ecoroof collected much less water.  The water that fell onto this side of the
house tending to run off the roof before it could enter our gutter system, thus creating
much more runoff water.  Not much was collected in the cups.

Methods: WE are using a small scale house to model a real rainwater harvesting
collection.  We are using plastic gutters for our drainage system and small cups for the
collecting and storing.  The “rain” is coming from a small Tupperware that has very
small holes that will drain the water at a slow, realistic pace.  There are two cups, one
on each side of the roof, one on the ecoroof and one on the standard roof.  After all of
the water is drained onto the roof we will compare both small cups to see which one has
more water and which side wasted more water (which spilled more water onto the
ground).

Materials: Small model house
     Straws cut in half for gutters
     Small 7oz cups for collecting and storing water

       Tupperware with small holes on the bottom to create “rain” (cloud)
     Sponges glued on half of the roof for model ecoroof
    “Cloud” suspended approx. 4’’ above house to act like “rain”



Conclusion:  I believe that our experiment was some what of a success, considering the
fact that our make shift gutter system did not work exactly as planned.  Our hypothesis
regarding the ecoroof side of our experiment was correct.  The side of the house with
the sponges absorbed much water generally like a real life ecoroof would.  The runoff
was reduced and our gutter system worked much better because the water was slowed
down and did not run off the side of the house.  As for the non-ecoroof side of the
house, our hypothesis was generally incorrect.  The rain that came down from our
makeshift cloud poured too fast and generally produced more runoff than we expected.
Although some of the water did come off as runoff, we did successfully collect some of
the water which could be reused by watering plants or washing hands.  If a filtration
system was used, we could have reused this water in many other ways.


